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ABSTRACT 
 

Using a Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuator as both an 

actuator and a sensor provides huge benefits in cost reduction 

and miniaturization of robotic devices. Despite much effort, 

reliable and robust self-sensing (using the actuator as a position 

sensor) has not been achieved for general temperature, loading, 

hysteresis path, and fatigue conditions. Prior research has 

sought to model the intricacies of the electrical resistivity 

changes within the NiTi material. However, for the models to 

be solvable, nearly every previous technique only models the 

actuator within very specific boundary conditions. Here, we 

measure both the voltage across the entire NiTi wire and of a 

fixed-length segment of it; these dual measurements allow 

direct calculation of the actuator length without a material 

model. We review previous self-sensing literature, illustrate the 

mechanism design that makes the new technique possible, and 

use the dual measurement technique to determine the length of 

a single straight wire actuator under controlled conditions. This 

robust measurement can be used for feedback control in 

unknown ambient and loading conditions.  

 

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
 

SMA actuators comprised simply of thin electrically heated 

wire can provide huge benefits in cost reduction and 

miniaturization of robotic devices. Much of the research on 

SMA actuators falls into three categories: modelling, control, 

and design. Because both the models and controls are very 

complex, SMA actuators have not become prevalent in robot or 

machine design except in places where binary (two-position) 

motion is all that is needed. Binary control allows the model to 

be as simple as two known positions; the state when hot and 

when cold.   A more useful actuator will be easily commanded 

to obtain a desired position (or force) anywhere within its range 

of capability, not just at the limits. To do this, generally a 

position (force) sensor is used in a feedback loop with the 

actuator. While sensor feedback is feasible in many cases, the 

great benefits of SMA actuators (high payload-to-weight ratios, 

simplicity, and small size) cannot usually be realized in this 

configuration because the added sensor adds complexity, 

weight and volume. Ideally the changing electrical properties of 

the SMA material itself could be used as a position (load) 

sensor. Because the behavior of the SMA motion and electrical 

properties are nonlinear and exhibit hysteresis, it has proven 

difficult to create a robust self-sensing control scheme. No 

previous research has successfully modeled the electrical 

properties accurately for general loading and ambient 

conditions – this is crucial for a robotic actuator since the 

‘artificial muscle’ must control motion under varying loads and 

reject disturbances during use.  

     We have developed an SMA actuator dual measurement 

method that allows self-sensing without complex models. This 

method is simple, only requiring one additional voltage 

measurement at a stationary point along the length of the 

actuator, and can easily be incorporated in practical robotic 

devices.  By making the secondary measurement, the length of 

the actuator can be calculated directly and accurately with no 

assumptions about ambient conditions or loads except that they 

are constant along the entire actuator length.  The method is not 
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affected by hysteresis, twinning, or R-phase transformations 

which cause other methods to fail. 

     In this work, we begin by reviewing existing SMA 

resistivity modelling and attempts to self-sense accurately with 

NiTi actuators. While these models do seem to model the 

material correctly, it is found that no previous self-sensing 

method is robust to both unknown ambient conditions and 

unknown loads. Our dual measurement technique is described, 

and relevant equations are derived. An experiment is performed 

that shows the robust length sensing ability of the actuator. The 

dual measurement technique is compared to the use of 

resistance alone, and shown to be superior. The assumptions 

required and sources of inaccuracy are discussed. 

 

RESISTANCE MODELING 
 

    It has been ‘common knowledge’ in the SMA community for 

many years that the resistance of SMA materials can be used 

for self-sensing of strain. However, when trying to apply the 

concept, it is found that strain is only one component of the 

resistance variation; the actual response is affected by strain, 

stress, temperature, and Martensite phase fraction. In many 

cases, the easy solution is to assume the wire position is 

proportional to heating power applied [1], or to operate the 

actuator in only two positions at the end of the travel [2, 3]. 

Because of the large effect of transformation on strain 

(compared to other terms in the constitutive model) it has been 

proposed in several works that the relationship between strain 

and resistance is sufficiently linear to use for control [6, 9]. Wu 

showed that the resistance vs strain relationship is very linear 

for super-elastic wires at constant temperature [10]. 

     However a more general sensing technique should allow 

control to intermediate positions. Most researchers approach 

self-sensing by modelling the resistivity of the material and the 

change with temperature, load and crystal phase fraction. A 

model employed by several researchers is the linear phase-

fraction model with temperature dependent coefficients. Ikuta 

(1991) modelled the resistivity (𝜌) of an SMA wire as a 

function of Martensite phase fraction (𝜉) [4, 5] 

𝜌 = (1 − 𝜉)𝜌𝐴 + 𝜉𝜌𝑀 
( 1 ) 

Where 𝜌𝐴 and 𝜌𝑀 are the resistivities of the material in 

Austenite and Martensite phases, respectively.  The resistivity 

of each phase is also a linear function of temperature 𝑇; 

𝜌𝐴 = 𝜌𝐴0 + 𝛼𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇0) 

𝜌𝑀 = 𝜌𝑀0 + 𝛼𝑀(𝑇 − 𝑇0) 
( 2 ) 

Where 𝑇0 is the temperature at which the initial/reference 

resistivity, 𝜌𝑀0 and 𝜌𝐴0, is measured. We have removed the 

additional term that is typically included for R-phase; R-phase 

transformation confuses many experimental results as it seems 

to behave macroscopically like Martensite, but has very 

different electrical resistivity than either Martensite or 

Austenite. It has been demonstrated in many cases that 

transformation to the R-phase can be precluded by maintaining 

actuator stress above ~150 MPa (e.g. [6]). It can also be 

eliminated by shape-setting at high temperatures, though this 

may have other adverse effects [7].  To be certain the resistance 

change is due to crystal transformation and not another 

mechanism, Antonucci confirmed the effect of the crystal 

phases on resistivity using differential scanning calorimetry [8].  

  However, attempts at self-sensing with varying temperatures 

and stresses further complicates the model. Novak uses a 

similar model to Ikuta and adds a term for stress [11] 

𝜌𝐴 = 𝜌𝐴0 + 𝛼𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇0) + 𝛽𝐴𝜎 

𝜌𝑀 = 𝜌𝑀0 + 𝛼𝑀(𝑇 − 𝑇0) + 𝛽𝑀𝜎 
( 3 ) 

These equations again ignore the R-phase components of the 

model in this equation, since it can be eliminated by preloading. 

This does indeed fit better to experimental data than the Ikuta 

model: In constant stress tests this makes a good model [11, 12, 

13, 14]. There is, however, a realistic and more practical 

interpretation than the additional of a stress term; because the 

stress causes strain (change in length) and contraction of area 

(due to Poisson contraction) it is really the elastic strain that 

causes the additional resistance [15, 16, 17]. This can be 

modelled by noting [18] 

𝑅 =
𝜌𝑙

𝐴
 

𝜖𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
𝜎

𝐸
 

𝑙(𝜖𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐) = 𝑙0(1 + 𝜖𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐) 

𝐴(𝜖𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐) = 𝜋𝑅0
2(1 − 𝜈𝜖𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐)2 

( 4 ) 

𝑅 is the total resistance of the wire, 𝑙 its length, 𝐴 the cross-

sectional area, 𝜖𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐the elastic component of strain, and 𝜈 is 

the wire’s Poisson ratio. 

      All of these models are difficult to employ for self-sensing 

since they do not include any hysteresis and require knowledge 

of 𝜉 and temperature which cannot be practically measured, 

especially for thin wire actuators. To reduce the error of 

neglecting hysteresis, polynomial models have been used to fit 

the strain vs resistance curve separately on the heating and 

cooling paths – but these rely on knowledge of the wire stress 

[1, 19, 20, 21]. 

     A clever solution for elimination of some nonlinear error is 

to arrange two SMA actuators in antagonistic manner and 

measure the difference in resistance between them [22, 23]. 

However, the material behavior is different for antagonist pairs 

than with single wires, and requires additional consideration 

during implementation [24]. This method also does not 

sufficiently eliminate the effects of hysteresis, and cannot 

account for the effect of differing stress in the two antagonist 

wires.  

     A complete model of shape memory resistivity must model 

many aspects of the behavior to provide robust self-sensing. It 

must  

 Be stress independent 
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 Account for ambient temperature 

 Account for ambient air currents 

 Eliminate hysteresis error  

 Account for wire fatigue strain 

 Not require additional measurements  

 Be compatible with the alloy used 

 Not require exact wire temperature  

None of the self-sensing models considered to date can account 

for all of these important factors. 

 

THERMAL MODELLING 
 

     An additional modelling consideration in self-sensing is 

thermal response. SMA actuators are typically activated by 

electrical heating and cooled by ambient air. Passing electric 

current through the wire is the practical input, but the change in 

temperature that drives the shape memory effect. Because SMA 

wires are typically very small, it is not possible to measure the 

temperature of the device directly unless in very specially 

controlled ambient conditions. Thus, a reliable model of the 

heat transfer between the wire and the ambient air is needed for 

sensing using (1-4). The temperature of the SMA wire can be 

estimated using the common linear heat transfer model, 

involving a heat transfer coefficient ℎ, wire surface area 𝐴, wire 

mass 𝑚 and specific heat 𝑐𝑝, and including an additional term 

for the latent heat of transformation Δ𝐻 [14, 25]. 

𝑚(𝑐𝑝 + Δ𝐻𝜉̇)
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
 = 𝐼2𝑅(𝜉) − ℎ(ξ, 𝑇)𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇∞) 

( 5 ) 

Some authors disregard the latent heat component when 

actuation speeds are slow. Regardless, this model will have 

error due to disturbances such as wind speed and unknown 

ambient temperature which affect ℎ(ξ, 𝑇) significantly, so 

should not be used directly for control.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

The device being tested is a simple, straight SMA wire. The 

physical characteristics of the wire are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1- SMA actuator characteristics 

Characteristic Value 

Initial (Hot) Length 160 mm 

Cold Length 168.1 mm 

Diameter 0.125 mm 

Mass 12.6 mg 

Expected 𝐴𝑓 90 deg C 

Treatment Kroll’s Reagent 

Source Dynalloy Flexinol HT 

 

Our measurement system is comprised of two main 

components. The first is a high-side measurement of voltage 𝑉3 

across and current 𝐼 through the entire SMA wire. The 𝑉3 

voltage lead is soldered to the end of the SMA wire, such that it 

moves as the wire changes length. The second component is a 

set of two voltage probes (𝑉1 and 𝑉2), set a fixed distance (𝑙0) 

from the stationary end of the wire and a fixed distance from 

each-other (𝑙𝑠). The set of two probes making sliding contact 

with the SMA wire on a 1.5mm Chrome-plated steel cylinder. 

These probes are mounted on a plate in the testing machine 

such that they can be moved up and down to change 𝑙0. 

 
Figure 1 – Experiment Setup Schematic 

 

The experiment is performed on a custom-built tensile testing 

machine. This machine controls the electrical input to the SMA 

actuator, and simulates a system for the SMA actuator to 

control. In this experiment, the simulated system is a simple 

suspended mass in earth gravity. Electric current is controlled 

through the SMA wire in a slow saw-tooth manner, and the load 

is regulated. Three simulated masses are used; 100 gm, 200 gm, 
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and 300 gm. By repeating the test with these different loads, we 

will see that the model can estimate actuator length regardless 

of the stress applied – a valuable result for robust sensing. The 

ambient temperature is approximately 25 deg C throughout the 

duration of the test, though no enclosure is provided to limit air 

currents since that is not typically realistic for general actuators.  

 
Figure 2 - Tensile Testing Machine and Experimental Setup 

The initial position, with the wire completely heated is listed in 

Table 2. The lower distance 𝑙0 can be adjusted, but is kept 

constant in these experiments. 

 
Table 2- SMA actuator parameters required for length calculations 

Distance Value 

𝐿 160 mm 

𝑙𝑠 55 mm 

𝑙0 91 mm 

 

CALCULATIONS 
 

The useful quantities that can be computed using the dual 

measurement are now presented. It is easily shown that, if 𝑙𝑠 

and 𝑙0 are constant, then 

𝐿 = 𝑙0 + 𝑙𝑠 ∗
𝑉3 − 𝑉1

𝑉2 − 𝑉1

 

( 6 ) 

Thus we can directly solve for actuator length with no 

knowledge of the actuator properties besides initial length and 

slider position, nor a model of the material. This is only 

accurate if the material properties are equal along the entire 

length of the wire, thus it provides a better estimate for larger 

𝑙𝑠. Because sensor noise is unavoidable, it is best to maximize 

the denominator in ( 6 ) by having 𝑙𝑠 as large as is practical, and 

𝑙0 as small as is practical. Thus, if possible, 𝑉1 should be 

measured at ground (𝑙0 = 0), and 𝑙𝑠 should be as close to the 

contracted length of the wire as possible. This also reduces 

inaccuracies arising due to varying conditions along the length 

of the wire. If these recommendations are made, then the model 

reduces to 

𝐿 =
𝑙𝑠𝑉3

𝑉2

  

( 7 ) 

The electrical resistivity (with units Ohm*m) is easily 

calculated using 

𝜌 =
𝐴

𝑙𝑠

(𝑉2 − 𝑉1)

𝐼
  

( 8 ) 

RESULTS 
 

The experimental results validate the dual measurement 

technique. The experiment is performed in 3 parts. The driving 

input is SMA current, driven from 40 to 250 mA in a saw-tooth 

manner, and the load is regulated to 300, 200 and 100 gf during 

three current sweeps (Figure 3). The stresses due to these loads 

are approximately 80, 160, and 240 MPa, respectively. Before 

each new load, the actuator is allowed to stabilize at the new 

equilibrium position – measurements during this transition are 

not recorded (causing data discontinuity at 40 and 80 seconds).  

 

 
Figure 3 - Driving inputs for the experiment are three loads held 

constant (top) while current is swept in a saw-tooth manner (middle) 

which extends and contracts the actuator (bottom) 
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The test shows the inadequacy of assuming the resistance 

directly relates to actuator strain; electrical resistance is plotted 

against actuator length in Figure 4. Several observations can be 

made about this plot; 

 The main trend is linear 

 There is large hysteresis when near 100% Martensite 

(longest length) 

 There is a very wide hysteresis band at low load (100 gf) 

 The R vs strain relationship reverse near the ends due to 

temperature 

 
Figure 4 - Resistance of the SMA wire, by itself, makes a poor 

displacement sensor due to combined effects of elastic strain, 

temperature, and shape memory hysteresis. 

By computing a length estimate using ( 6 ), we can directly 

calculate the actuator length as seen in Figure 5. The estimate is 

very linear and matches well to the measured positon. The 

estimate becomes accurate as soon as the wire touches the 

probe – this can be seen in the middle of the plot as the wire 

initially heats and contacts the sliding probe (near 165 mm). 

 

 
Figure 5 - Position estimated using the dual measurement technique 

 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
 

     In more than 30 repeated tests, the measurement error is 

typically banded within 0.5 mm of the true length. This is true 

even as the wire shows permanent deformation with repeated 

cycling. Error is calculated by subtracting the estimated length 

from the true length; the error in all experiments show RMS 

error below 0.033 mm and standard deviation of 0.154 mm.  As 

an actuator, we often care about the error as a percentage of the 

total travel, not length. With an effective stroke of 8.2 mm in 

the 160 mm wires used, this implies 0.4% mean and 1.88% 

standard deviation. The noise appears to be solely related to 

noise in the voltage measurements made. Hardware or software 

filtering can effectively improve the noise. The mean error has 

not physical basis, and must be a fault in the hardware 

calibration of the reference displacement sensor.  
     The dual measurement method eliminates the major sources 

of error in existing methods, but introduces new concerns; 

 The wire surface must be conductive 

 Corrosion may affect the measurement over time 

 Sliding contact may reduce wire life 

 Electrical noise affects result 

Future work will study these potential issues. Superior surface 

finish of the wire could prove to eliminate corrosion and 

maintain electrical conductivity. Improved mechanical design 

of the sliding contact can eliminate wear – techniques from 

electric motors and slip rings may be adopted for this purpose. 

Electrical noise is directly related to the quality of the ADC and 

the level of filtering used. In situations where the sample rate is 

fast compared to the required sensing bandwidth, software or 

hardware filtering can significantly eliminate the noise.  

     The dual measurement technique has allowed us to estimate 

the length of a general SMA wire without prior knowledge of  

 The wire electro-mechanical properties 

 Loading and temperature conditions  

 Ambient conditions 

 The electric current in the wire 

Thus we have created a robust mechanism for self-sensing in 

SMA actuators for use in robotics applications. Without a 

sensor for feedback, accurate robots cannot be built; the dual 

measurement technique has the potential to make SMA 

actuators more cost effective by eliminating the need for 

position sensors. It also allows the actuators to be smaller and 

to fit more degrees of freedom in a smaller space. Dual 

measurement provides a reliable and simple technique to 

implement robust self-sensing in SMA actuators.  
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